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The Successful Standard Model

+ Higgs boson!

Incredibly predictive
With a few known shortcomings 
Dark Matter, neutrino masses,…

SU(3)⇥ SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y gauge symmetry

This talk: Charge (non)-quantization

Does it make sense? And if  so, 
how to look for new 

non-quantized charges

What the heck does charge 
quantization have to do with DM?



Hidden Sector Paradigm

An increasingly popular effort to probe beyond the SM physics that lives in a “dark sector”

Us Dark Sector

Mediator

Well-motivated by light DM 
For light DM interactions between the DS and SM mediated by a light field

One organizing principle for probing it: focus on low-dimension operators:  
vector portal, Higgs portal, neutrino portal

What are the generic properties one should expect from matter in the DS? 
I will focus on the vector portal



Do Non-Quantized Charges Make Sense?

Could in principle add a new fermion with hypercharge Y=2eY = 2✏

Theoretically consistent to add new particles with electric charge Q = eps eQ = ✏e

Or

An elegant mechanism is that by Holdom, through the addition of  a new massless U`(1) boson
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Adding Particles with Non-Quantized Charge 

The last term generically appears in SM extensions with a new massive field (mass M) 
charged under hypercharge and the new U`(1)

Induces a mixing

B
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Adding Particles with Non-Quantized Charge 

If  there are new fermions charged under the new U`(1)

Standard trick: Redefine the gauge field 

Gets rid of  “mixing term” and generates a hypercharge for the new fermions

After electro-weak symmetry breaking fermions acquire an EM charge (normalized to e)

B0 ! B0 + B

L = LSM � 1
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Existing Constraints



Status on Searches for Mini-charged Particles (mCPs)

A long history of  direct and indirect searches for mCPs

For mCPs with mass below          one finds strong bounds from  
astrophysics and cosmology 

me

Cooling and energy loss bounds from stars  
and SN (see work by local theorists)Astrophysics

BBN and CMB number of  effective  
relativistic degree of  freedom boundsCosmology

Direct bound from the invisible decay of  ortho-positronium

Direct bound from the Lamb shift
Direct constraint from accelerators: 

SLAC Milli-Charge experiment, E613, ASP, LEP 
More later on this

Laboratory



Status on Searches for Mini-charged Particles (mCPs)
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FIG. 10. Bounds on the millicharge Q vs mass m
MCP

from astrophysics and various experiments.

sub-eV masses, light-shining-through-wall-type setups can even go below some cosmological

constraints [281, 282].

New electron and proton beam dump experiments, planned or proposed to search for light

DM, could also cover new parameters space of MCPs, particularly the m
MCP

⇠ GeV region.

The primary modes of production are pN ! pNQ+Q� or pp ! Q+Q� at proton beam

dump experiments, and e�N ! e�NQ+Q� at electron beam dump experiments. MCPs

produced at the beam dump would exit the dump and travel to the detector, where they

could scatter elastically and deposit measurable energy, like neutral current events. The

detection of MCPs relies on an experiment sensitive to low momentum recoil channels, such

as electron recoils and/or coherent nuclear scattering, see §4.3.3.

4.3. Proposed and Future Searches

4.3.1. Proton Beam Dump Experiments

Proton beam dump experiments have significant potential to search for light DM and other

long-lived dark sector states. An intense source of dark sector states can be produced in

the primary proton-target collisions and detected through their scattering [155, 268, 283] or

visible decays [113, 155] in a near detector. Of particular importance to this experimental
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Least explored: GeV-100’s GeV. The SM backyard!



Millicharges at the LHC



Looking for mCPs above GeV

Surely the LHC? 
Can produce them analogously to SM charged fermions 

i.e. Drell Yan production, rare meson decays
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Energy Loss of  mCPs

The problem: mCPs will deposit very little energy

The LHC general experiments designed to measure very energetic objects
such as photons, jets, leptons

Comparison  
dE/dx for muons ~ MeV/cm

dE/dx for mCP ~ (Q/e)^2 MeV/cm 
and R ~ 1/Q

So, mCP might not register at the LHC detectors sub-components…



Missing Energy to the rescue?

The mCPs could appear as missing energy instead

Momentum conservation implies ~PT,vis = �~PT,invis

Can look for visible-energy + missing energy

/ET

jet pT

Example: 1 jet + missing energy

pp ! j/�/`+  ̄ 



Darn Neutrinos

The limitations of  looking for weakly-coupled new physics with missing energy: 
neutrinos (and mis-measured jets)

Irreducible background from Z+jets

Z ! ⌫⌫̄

Additionally, from dijet production 
Occasionally a jet’s momentum is mis-measured giving missing energy + jet

Systematic uncertainties on these processes (jet energy scale, etc) 
Unlikely to see a signal unless            S >⇠ 0.1B

Punchline: LHC jet + missing energy unlikely to improve sensitivity to mCPs  
beyond current bounds



Lessons from the SLAC MilliCharge Experiment

VOLUME 81, NUMBER 6 PHY S I CA L REV I EW LE T T ER S 10 AUGUST 1998

Search for Millicharged Particles at SLAC

A.A. Prinz, R. Baggs, J. Ballam,* S. Ecklund, C. Fertig, J. A. Jaros, K. Kase, A. Kulikov, W.G. J. Langeveld,
R. Leonard, T. Marvin, T. Nakashima, W.R. Nelson, A. Odian, M. Pertsova, G. Putallaz, and A. Weinstein

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, Stanford, California 94309
(Received 24 March 1998)

Particles with electric charge q # 1023e and masses in the range 1 100 MeVyc2 are not excluded
by present experiments. An experiment uniquely suited to the production and detection of such “mil-
licharged” particles has been carried out at SLAC. This experiment is sensitive to the infrequent excita-
tion and ionization of matter expected from the passage of such a particle. Analysis of the data rules out
a region of mass and charge, establishing, for example, a 95%-confidence upper limit on electric charge
of 4.1 3 1025e for millicharged particles of mass 1 MeVyc2 and 5.8 3 1024e for mass 100 MeVyc2.
[S0031-9007(98)06790-8]

PACS numbers: 14.80.– j, 13.10.+q, 95.35.+d

The quantization of electric charge is an empirically
well-supported idea. Of the numerous searches for frac-
tional charge carried out thus far, none has provided con-
clusive evidence for charge nonquantization. The current
bounds on the proton-electron charge difference [1] and
the neutron charge [2], of order 10221e, lend strong
support to the notion that charge quantization is a fun-
damental principle. However, the standard model with
three generations of quarks and leptons does not im-
pose charge quantization. In order to enforce quanti-
zation of charge, physics beyond the standard model is
necessary [3]. This observation has stimulated inquiry
into mechanisms whereby charge quantization (and per-
haps even charge conservation) might be violated [4].
Particles with small fractional charge (q & 1022e) ap-
pear as a natural consequence of many of these mech-
anisms. There has been interest in the possibility of a
small, nonzero electric charge for the neutrino [5], and
the possibility that particles with small fractional charge
account for a portion of the dark matter in the universe
[6]. Additionally, a noteworthy model has been proposed
wherein certain particles could exhibit apparent fractional
charge without violating charge quantization [7]. Sev-
eral authors have investigated constraints, imposed by
laboratory experiments and by astrophysical and cosmo-
logical arguments, on the existence of (free) fractionally
charged particles [8]. They point out that there remains a
large domain in mass and charge (1026 & qye & 1023,
1 & M & 104 MeVyc2) where such particles have not
yet been excluded. These “millicharged” particles (or
“mQ’s”) could easily escape detection in experiments not
specifically designed to observe them.
A dedicated search for mQ’s has recently been carried

out at SLAC. This search is sensitive to particles with
electric charge in the range s1021 1025de, and masses
between 0.1 and 1000 MeVyc2, whose primary mode of
interaction is electromagnetic [9]. The experiment is lo-
cated near the positron-production target of the SLAC
Linear Collider (SLC), which is well suited for electro-

magnetic production of mQ’s. The high-intensity, short-
duration pulses of the SLC beam allow substantial reduc-
tion of backgrounds, as the signal is expected to occur
within a narrow window surrounding the arrival time of
each pulse. Because of their small electric charge, mQ’s
traveling through matter interact only rarely. Those with
masses greater than about 0.1 MeVyc2 lose energy pre-
dominantly through ionization and excitation. To detect
them we employ a scintillation counter designed to be
sensitive to signals as small as a single scintillation pho-
ton (from a single excitation or ionization). The detector
is located 110 m downstream of the positron-production
target, with sandstone filling most of the intervening dis-
tance (see Fig. 1). Ordinary charged particles (including
muons) produced in the target are ranged out in less than
90 m, leaving, in principle, mQ’s as the only beam-related
charged particles that reach the detector.
We assume production of mQ’s to proceed entirely via

electromagnetic interactions. Thus quantum electrody-
namics completely characterizes mQ production in terms
of the mQ mass, charge (q), and spin. The electropro-
duction cross section, which is proportional to q2, domi-
nates over Bethe-Heitler pair production (which varies as
q4) despite being higher order in a. We have performed
a calculation of the mQ yield expected from the target for
spin-1y2 mQ’s of various masses, including the effects of
showering and scattering of the beam within the target.

FIG. 1. Layout of the experiment. Shown is a vertical cross
section.
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29.5 GeV pulsed electron beam

~ 1019 electrons on target

mQ detector 
2x2 blocks of  21 cm x 21 cm x 130 cm plastic scintillator 

Sensitivity to single-incitation photo electron (PE) pulses

Note: Significant single-few-PE backgrounds from dark current 

Phys.Rev.Lett. 81 (1998) 1175-1178 

Why not deploy a similar setup near the LHC interaction points?



LHC Interaction Points

Two main purpose detectors: ATLAS and CMS

Typical layout

20 m
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Existing LHC Detector 

p p

Existing Counting Room

Existing Wall 20 m

Both ATLAS and CMS feature a `counting room’ 
or older control rooms

Stores equipment, electronics, etc

Conveniently shielded 
Personnel allowed during normal beam running

A promising location for deploying a detector 
near the IP 

Existing shielding will reduce  
beam-related backgrounds too!



Efficient Detection

Why not deploy a similar version of  the mQ detector in the counting (or control) room?
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Deploy 10 cm x 5cm x 140 cm scintillating bars 
Need 200 to cover 1m2

High detection efficiency 
mCP with Q = 10-3e gives ~ 1 PE in one PMT 

(Assuming a 10% det. efficiency)

The problem 
Not a pulsed beam. Large dark current rates

From PMT Handbook 
Rate (1 PE) ~ 500 Hz

Livetime ~ 1 year

Background = 1010 events



Solution: Coincident hits

Look for single/few PEs in ~ 3 scintillator detector copies                    apart

1.4
 m

1 m

20 m
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Existing LHC Detector 

p p
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 ̄

Existing Wall  20 m

�t ⇡ 5ns

Dark noise background reduced dramatically! 
coincidence prob = 

NPE�1(1 PMT) = livetime⇥ dark rate ⇡ 1010 events

NPE�1(2 PMT) = NPE�1 ⇥ coincidence prob. ⇡ 10

4
events

NPE�1(3 PMT) = NPE�2 ⇥ coincidence prob. ⇡ 10

�2
events

Need 200 scintillating bars to cover ~ 1          m2

Three coincident 1 PE hits gives O(1) 
events expected!

�t⇥Rdark



Sensitivity



mCP@LHC Potential

Model-independent (direct) bounds on mCPs
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Another Phase



What’s in the Dark Sector?

Recall: Kinetic mixing communicating our sector with Dark Sector (DS)

L = LSM � 1
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EI, Itay Yavin, 1506.xxxxx



What’s in the Dark Sector?

Our hyper-charge is a linear combination of  a massless and a massive boson

What if  that also is realized in the DS? 
i.e. a “mixed phase”

B0
= cos ✓W 0A0 � sin ✓W 0Z 0

Opens up a new window into the DS 
Produce the Z’ on-shell  

Z’ decays to matter in the DS 
Matter in the DS is still mCP!

Z’ couples to SM matter with strength ✏Ze =  cos ✓W sin ✓W 0e

Matter in the DS charged under A’ acquires mill-charge ✏�e =  cos ✓W cos ✓W 0e0



Existing constraints on Mixed Phase

The mixed phase still constrained by limits from Holdom and Okun phases 
Each experiment more or less applicable depending on dark Weinberg angle

Massless phase searches constrain ✏�

Massive phase searches constrain ✏Z

One exception: Mass of  the Z-boson primarily constrains 



Looking for mCPs above GeV

Massless phase Mixed phase

Note that mixed phase constraints at LHC experiment sensitive to Z�

Mixed phase offers new striking signatures  
milli-jets, two-mCP signal from boosted Z’ 
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Conclusions

Gave an example of  a basic question about Nature that can be probed at the LHC: 
Are there particles with non-quantized charges?

Progress in the past made by high intensity systems (stars, fixed target low energy, etc) 
Neat new application for the LHC!

Could potentially shed light on mCPs in the 100 MeV - 100 GeV 
Least constrained part of  the parameter space by direct searches 

precisely in the regime where our SM lives

mCPs could offer a new window into an intricate DS that may contain Dark Matter 
Dark neutrinos? Dark QCD?

Plan to measure backgrounds in-situ this summer during Run 2!


